Amazing 9/11 time-lapse video shows TEN YEAR building project to create ground zero
memorial
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The EarthCam footage shows the area change form a dusty building site to a beautiful memorial to
those killed in the tragedy
This amazing time-lapse video shows how the 9/11 memorial has
changed over the past decade.
Created by EarthCam, it shows how Ground Zero changed
between 2004 and 2014 in a series of amazing photos pieced
together to make a short film.
It was released by the company to mark the first anniversary since
the 9/11 Memorial Museum opened on May 15, 2015.
It shows how the are starts as a dusty construction site and ends
up as a beautiful, brightly-lit memorial centre remembering all
those how lost their lives in the tragedy.
In a post on YouTube, Brian Cury, CEO of EarthCam, said: “It’s
been a heroic undertaking to rebuild downtown New York City after
the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks.
“Within days of this national tragedy, I personally installed a camera to webcast the rescue and recovery for the families, and the
world, to see the brave determination of first responders.
“As the recovery effort continued, we installed more cameras to document the rebuilding and construction of the site. This
commemorative time-lapse honors the victims of 9/11 and is dedicated to their families and friends, with special gratitude to the first
responders and the steadfast construction teams.”
More than 3,000 people were killed when terrorist flew passenger jets into the World Trade Centre on September 11 2001.
Mr Cury added: “We at EarthCam are committed to continuing this photographic documentation to educate future generations and
have donated all the images as well as the original camera to the 9/11 Memorial Museum.
“I hope this time-lapse serves as a way to recognize that for the 10 years of construction, there was constant progress made to rebuild
these important 16 acres of America.”

